Systematic Improvement of Potential-Derived Atomic Multipoles and Redundancy of the Electrostatic Parameter Space.
We assess the accuracy of force field (FF) electrostatics at several levels of approximation from the standard model using fixed partial charges to conformational specific multipole fits including up to quadrupole moments. Potential-derived point charges and multipoles are calculated using least-squares methods for a total of ∼1000 different conformations of the 20 natural amino acids. Opposed to standard charge fitting schemes the procedure presented in the current work employs fitting points placed on a single isodensity surface, since the electrostatic potential (ESP) on such a surface determines the ESP at all points outside this surface. We find that the effect of multipoles beyond partial atomic charges is of the same magnitude as the effect due to neglecting conformational dependency (i.e., polarizability), suggesting that the two effects should be included at the same level in FF development. The redundancy at both the partial charge and multipole levels of approximation is quantified. We present an algorithm which stepwise reduces or increases the dimensionality of the charge or multipole parameter space and provides an upper limit of the ESP error that can be obtained at a given truncation level. Thereby, we can identify a reduced set of multipole moments corresponding to ∼40% of the total number of multipoles. This subset of parameters provides a significant improvement in the representation of the ESP compared to the simple point charge model and close to the accuracy obtained using the complete multipole parameter space. The selection of the ∼40% most important multipole sites is highly transferable among different conformations, and we find that quadrupoles are of high importance for atoms involved in π-bonding, since the anisotropic electric field generated in such regions requires a large degree of flexibility.